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Once again it is time to roll out one of Cannon’s signature programs: Winterm. Winterm is an
experiential learning program that engages students outside the traditional classroom and
provides exposure to the world beyond Cannon. Winterm challenges students to think critically
and practically, to serve others, to embrace experiential learning, and to consider their place in
the world in which they live.
The Cannon Winterm program is broken into four experiences where students engage with the
local community, explore career opportunities and participate in service learning.
1.

The First & Second Year Experience: For their first two years, students participate in
hands-on learning experiences which involve our local community. These courses are
designed around a love of learning and a passion for knowledge.

2.

The Junior Experience: During the Junior year, students learn professional skills and
explore career options. Students may engage in on-or off-campus job shadowing and
participate in leadership opportunities.

3.

The Senior Experience: During the Senior year, students engage in a Senior trip where
they participate in service learning opportunities.

4.

Trips and Certifications: Beginning Winterm 2023, students will have the opportunity to
engage in domestic and international trips in which they connect with a wider
community. These trips may provide service learning opportunities, certifications, or
cultural immersion. This experience is open to students from 9th through 11th grade.

Winterm occurs from January 3rd through January 7th. Morning classes will take place
from 8:30 a.m. – 11:00 a.m. and afternoon classes from 12:00 p.m. -2:30 p.m. All day
classes are from 8:30 a.m. - 2:30 p.m. Students may still arrive a school at 8:05 a.m. and
leave at 3:00 p.m.
The online registration period will begin on Monday, November 15, 2021. This process will be
completed via a link sent to each student. The link will also be available to view in the blog.
Once a course is filled, it will disappear from possible course options.
• Registration will occur from November 15- November 29th
Attendance on Winterm days will be recorded, and participation is necessary for students to gain
the most from their experience. It is strongly recommended that parents avoid making optional
travel plans or appointments that would require students to miss days. Cannon issues credit for
Winterm on all student transcripts. Each year will be ¼ participation credit for satisfactory
completion of the student’s Winterm experience. Students will need to be present for the entire
Winterm experience to receive credit.
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The Junior Experience
During the Junior Experience, students learn professional skills and explore different career
options. Students may also engage in on-or off-campus job shadowing and participate in
leadership opportunities. At the end of the week, every junior will have a portfolio reflecting and
documenting the work accomplished that week. Below are the following options offered for the
junior experience.
Full Day Job Shadow: Juniors have an opportunity to participate in a job shadow for the week
in a specific career field. Currently, we are offering job shadows in marketing, education, and
orthodontics.
Full Day Teaching Assistant: Juniors have the opportunity to work with a teacher to lead a firstor second-year Winterm experience. Junior Teaching Assistants will be a thinking partner with
the teacher while crafting an engaging experience for the students involved. This opportunity
gives juniors a chance to lead others, manage a group of people, and learn how to create and
deliver content.
Career Exploration and Career Deep Dive:
Each morning juniors will come together with the College Counseling team to engage in and
experience three significant professional development themes:
•

Career Research and Exploration: Juniors will identify and reflect on their abilities,
interests, and aptitudes and be guided through a deep dive in researching related careers
and majors. Creation of an individualized response to the prompt “why this career/major”
will prepare students for exploring next steps in career and college research.

•

Resume Writing: Juniors will design a professional resume to use in pursuit of part-time
jobs, internships, or job shadow experiences, and to be used as an integral part of the
college application process.

•

Public Speaking: Guest facilitators, Todd Hartung and Bill Diskin, will partner with
students to teach skills related to public speaking, networking, and interviewing. Real life
scenarios will provide practice and feedback for students.

In the afternoon, students will engage in either a career deep dive for the career path of their
choice or a career explorations course.
We are offering career deep dives in the following fields: entrepreneurship (full day), medicine,
engineering, business and law, social sciences, and the arts.
Our career explorations course is for students who may be unsure of a career path and would
like to explore multiple career fields during the week.
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First and Second Year
Winterm Experiences
For the first two years at Cannon, students participate in hands-on learning experiences
which involve our local community. These courses are designed around a love of learning
and a passion for knowledge. Each course involves the greater community and produces a
product summarizing the week-long experience.
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First and Second Year Experience
Morning Winterm Course Offerings
8:30 a.m. - 11:00 a.m.

• Superhero Justice
• Marvel Madness
• You Gotta be Knitting Me
• The Art of Poetry
• Crosswords and Other Cryptographic Puzzles
• Formerly Pintervention: NOW AR Workshop
• Vision Boarding & Yoga Workshop
• Esports: The Rise of Gaming
• Genius Hour
• CrossFit
• Journalism: News and Feature Writing
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First and Second Year Experience
Afternoon Winterm Course Offerings
12:00 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.

• Cook like a Champion
• Star Wars for Story Tellers
• Vision Board & Yoga Workshop
• Chinese Culture
• Tumbling
• For the Love of Food
• Create your Own Folklore
• Introduction to Coding and Video Game Design
• Tennis
• Jewelry Making and Marketing
• Diamond in the Rough - The Art of Upcycling
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First and Second Year Experience
All Day Winterm Course Offerings
8:30 a.m. - 2:30 p.m.

• Something that Matters
• Farm-to-Table Experience
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Morning Course Descriptions
8:30 a.m. - 11:00 a.m.
Super Hero Justice

Dr. Becca Eury

Course
Description

Do you love super heroes? Are you interested in learning about the law? If so,
this is the Winterm for you! In this course, students will explore what, if any,
laws superheroes would be subject to under U.S. law. This course will look at
Constitutional law, criminal law, tax law, and civil law. Some of the questions
we will explore include:
• Could Superman sue if someone exposed his true identity as Clark Kent?
• Are members of the Legion of Doom vulnerable to prosecution under RICO?
• Do the heirs of a superhero who comes back from the dead get to keep their
inherited property after their loved one is resurrected?
• Does it constitute “cruel and unusual punishment” to sentence an immortal
like Apocalypse to life in prison without the possibility of parole?
This course and the above questions are based on the book Law of the
Superheroes

Community
Connection
Course Product
Cost

Students in this course will receive help from a real life lawyer to learn about
the law and how to write opening statements.
Students will engage in argument writing and produce opening statements
for their own Super Hero client.
Approximately $0 - $10

Mr. Mark Dunn

Marvel Madness

Course
Description

This course is an examination of films from the Marvel Cinematic Universe
that purposefully play off topics and themes prevalent in society today. Topics
and themes may include gender, race, social class, etc.

Community
Connection

Students in this course will hear from experts on the MCU and social justice
issues.

Course Product

Students will film presentations that capture their informed thoughts about
whether Marvel is a responsible custodian of various social issues.

Cost
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$0
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Ms. Abby Kaye

You Gotta be Knitting Me

Course
Description

During You Gotta be Knitting Me, you will learn to knit and have the chance
to make multiple projects starting with a headband and ending with blankets
for newborn infants in the hospital.

Community
Connection

This course will be donating their projects to a local hospital. During the
week, students will also hear from a doctor to learn about other ways they
can help.

Course Product

The goal of this course is to learn to knit to create and donate headbands
and small blankets to a local hospital.

Cost

Approximately $10- $30

Dr. L.J. Cooper

The Art of Poetry

Course Product

In this Winterm, students will learn the fundamentals of poetic expression:
the historical developments of the poetic form, the differences between
poetry and other literary genres, the structural and conceptual elements of
poetry, and how to critically evaluate poetry. With an eye towards cultivating
inspiration, students will eventually be tasked with composing and presenting
a work of poetry, and, together, we will help each other refine our crafts.

Community
Connection

We will have authors who actively publish poetry come and speak to our class
of poets.

Course Product

The principal deliverable will be the poem that each student will write by the
course’s end. We will also talk about publishing opportunities at Cannon and
elsewhere if they choose to work their piece to a submittable state. More
broadly, however, students will garner an appreciation for creative writing,
and they will learn how to incorporate their creativity and personality into
their academic work--as they learn how to express themselves poetry, they
will also learn how to sharpen and expand their communicative skills.

Cost
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$0
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Mr. Richard Smith

Crosswords and Other Cryptographic Puzzles

Course
Description

In this Winterm course, we will explore the puzzle pages of various
newspapers, attempt to complete them and, through a series of steps, learn
how to create our own crosswords, word jumbles and other puzzles. What are
the mechanics of creating a complex puzzle? How do you construct the
perfect clue? What are the dark arts of clue misdirection? Along the way, we
will meet puzzle makers via videos and also play our fair share of daily
puzzles. The goal of the course is to create a bank of student puzzles that can
be shared within and beyond the Cannon community. Student work will be
submitted to the CUSP and distributed to outside organizations. And, if we
get really good, we might just send in a puzzle or two to Will Shortz, the
infamous puzzle editor at the New York Times. If you want to engage in all
twelve Adaptive Expertise habits at once, join us on a crusade to create the
perfect puzzles!

Community
Connection

The goal of the course is to create and share finished puzzles within and
beyond the Cannon community via the CUSP, to outside organizations and
(do we dare?) to the New York Times.

Course Product
Cost
Ms. Connie
Stavrakas
Course Product
Community
Connection
Course Product
Cost
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Students will learn the art of cryptography (specifically the art of creating
crosswords and other word puzzles) and will produce some of their own. The
best puzzles will be submitted for publication in the CUSP from January to
May 2022.
$0

Formerly Pintervention: NOW AR Workshop
Back by popular demand. . . . Are you interested in DIY projects – those you
might find on Pinterest? Want to create them in a "professional"
environment? Join Mrs. Stavrakas as we take part in a “Pintervention!"
Students will travel to AR Concord each day to create 4-5 wood-work /
knitting projects.. Students will be donating one of their projects.
This class will be partnering with AR Concord, visiting each day to create 4-5
projects. Examples include a chunky knit blanket, a fully customized wooden
clock, framed box tray, display board, and standing picture frame. Students
will document the process and product along the way.
Approximately $250 - $350
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Ms. Anne Hoffman

Vision Boarding & Yoga Workshop

Course
Description

Relax, renew, reset for the new year with Kelly Spiggle of Girlfriend's Guru.
What do you want to cultivate for 2022? Have the time and space to get clear
and set your intention for the new year. Beginner friendly, no experience
necessary.

Community
Connection

Cannon parent, podcaster, yoga and meditation teacher, Kelly Spiggle will
lead students through a vision board project and gentle and restorative yoga
and meditation.

Course Product

Students will have an opportunity to get clear on their intentions for 2022,
create a vision board to help them stay inspired, and learn breathing,
meditation, and movement tools to help them learn to listen and take care of
their mind and body. Getting clear on your intentions sets you up to better
take care of yourself and others.

Cost

Approximately $150

Mr. Josh Zebracki

Esports: The Rise of Gaming

Course
Description

In this course, students will dive into the professional world of e-sports.
Students will learn about the rise of e-sports and how it has become a strong
presence in today's society. We will look at the different career paths that this
industry offers, the opportunities that can come from gaming, such as gaining
scholarships towards colleges, and picking the brains of some professionals in
the gaming industry.

Community
Connection

We will be reaching out to the Charlotte e-sports teams (Charlotte Phoenix
and the Charlotte E-Sports Hub) to have them zoom or come into the school
to give a Q&A session where we pick their brains on their job title, how they
entered the industry, and the growth potential they see.

Course Product

Cost

Winterm 2022

By the end of this course, students will have the opportunity to complete one
of the following as a deliverable for this course:
• Set up their own Twitch Streamer profile, with their own write-up and
schedule.
• Make their own logo that can be used to represent their channel. If
they are proficient with video editing, they could create their own
introduction!
• If they are proficient at a certain competitive game, they can record
themselves playing and use iMovie to create their own highlight reel,
learning the media production side of the sport.
$0
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Ms. Hilary Smith

Genius Hour

Course
Description

Would you like a week where you learn about something that interests and
inspires you, then Genius Hour is for you. Genius Hour is most notably
associated with Google, where “employees are able to spend up to 20% of
their time working on projects they’re interested in and passionate about. The
study and work are motivated intrinsically, not extrinsically. The big idea for
Google is that employees motivated by curiosity and passion will be happier,
more creative, and more productive, which will benefit the company in terms
of both morale, ‘off genius productivity, and ‘on genius’ performance.”

Community
Connection

Each student will have a week to work on a new project or learn something
they have been craving to learn, build, or investigate. Everyone will come to
Winterm with their idea to explore for the week. Then they will take the
week to learn, build a prototype, experiment, and many other things. By the
end of the week, they will present what they have learned and how they will
use the knowledge for the future.Students will have members from the
community come and listen to the students final presentation and give
feedback.

Course Product

Students will create an electronic journal to show their process through the
week. The Journal will include descriptions, video and pictures. The student
will create a minimum 4 slide presentation to show the students and other
adults what they have learned this Genius Hour.

Cost

Approximately $0 - $25

Ms.Olivia
Pettigrew-Fanzo

CrossFit

Course
Description

Students will learn about CrossFit by attending classes at a gym in the
Concord community. Students will also learn about proper nutrition &
stretching to further take care of their bodies beyond exercise

Community
Connection

Students in this course will attend a small gym in the downtown Concord
community. The exercise portion of the class will be run by the owner and
head coach, who can share her experience both as a small-business owner
and as a competitive athlete. She will also teach students about nutrition.

Course Product

Students will log their fitness and nutrition for the week and will create a
sample exercise routine and meal plan as if they were a personal trainer
helping a client who is new to fitness.

Cost

Winterm 2022

Approximately $85 - $125
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Ms. Melanie
Coughlin

Journalism: News and Feature Writing

Course
Description

In this Winterm, budding journalists will begin to learn the essentials of news
reporting: how to find sources and build stories from there, how to conduct
interviews with sources, how to investigate stories from all angles, and how
to write in a journalistic style. Students will learn the difference between
news items and feature stories as well as how to approach the art of feature
writing. During the week, students will actively interview participants in
other Winterms and craft stories around those.

Community
Connection

We will have seasoned journalist come speak to students.

Course Product

Cost

Winterm 2022

Students will leave this course with an appreciation for the science and art of
journalism and the knowledge required to craft a news story at an acceptable
level for publication. The stories they write will be considered for publication
in The Cupola, in The CUSP, and on Cannon School’s website; stories may be
submitted to The Independent Tribune. Students will also keep their work as
part of their portfolio.
$5
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Afternoon Course Descriptions
12:15 pm - 2:15 pm

Mr. Joe Trojan

Cook like a Champion

Course
Description

Interested in learning how to grill? This course is for you! Students in this
course will learn to budget, set up, prepare, cook, and clean up properly in an
outside setting (grilling).

Community
Connection

Students will learn how to cook a variety of items and will work together to
create a menu of food for a local group. We would provide the prepared food
for a local group (i.e. police, fire team)

Course Product

Students will team up in competition to create a meal that will be judged.
Students will contribute their recipes to create a recipe book for future classes
to try and perfect! A recipe book to document their work but also to be used
in the future.

Cost

Approximately $50 - $100

Ms. Laura Huffman

Star Wars for Story Tellers

Course
Description

In this course, students will analyze the O.G. Star Wars film, Star Wars: A
New Hope as to how it follows Joseph Campbell's work on historical
mythology, the Hero's Journey, and archetypes. Using this film as their model,
they will then apply their understanding with Peter Weir's film, Witness, and
then analyze a film of their own.

Community
Connection

Students will hear from Cannon alums currently studying filmmaking and
screenwriting.

Course Product
Cost

Winterm 2022

Either alone or in pairs, students will apply their newfound knowledge to
analyzing another film through the lens of Joseph Campbell's work. Students
will present their film analysis with the class.
$0
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Ms. Michelle Zelaya

Vision Board & Yoga Workshop

Course
Description

Relax, renew, reset for the new year with Kelly Spiggle of Girlfriend's Guru.
What do you want to cultivate for 2022? Have the time and space to get clear
and set your intention for the new year. Beginner friendly, no experience
necessary.

Community
Connection

Cannon parent, podcaster, yoga and meditation teacher, Kelly Spiggle will
lead students through a vision board project and gentle and restorative yoga
and meditation.

Course Product

Students will have an opportunity to get clear on their intentions for 2022,
create a vision board to help them stay inspired, and learn breathing,
meditation, and movement tools to help them learn to listen and take care of
their mind and body. Getting clear on your intentions sets you up to better
take care of yourself and others.

Cost

Ms. Lirong Wang

Approximately $150

Chinese Food and Culture

Course
Description

In this course, students will learn how to make sumptuous dumplings, fried
rice, and other Chinese dishes while at the same time learning to use basic
Chinese words when preparing, cooking, and eating. Students will also
explore the culture and customs behind the food.

Community
Connection

In this course, students will have a better understanding of Asian Americans
Culture and the Asian population in our community. We all reach out to a
local emergency response agency such as a local police department, fire
department, or medical care unit to deliver food and increase the synergy
between the local community and the Asian community.

Course Product

By the end of this course, students will have the knowledge on how to cook
authentic Chinese Food and a better understand Chinese culture. Students
will create a lunch and learn to share what they’ve learned.

Cost

Winterm 2022

Approximately $80 - $150
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Ms. Michelle
Shanahan

Tumbling

Course
Description

The tumbling winterm course offers coaching in the Cabarrus County
Gymnastics facility. During this course you will be able to learn new tumbling
skills and perfect existing ones. This course is open to students of all skill
levels whether you've never done a somersault or used to tumble, cheer, or do
gymnastics competitively and want to brush up on your skills!

Community
Connection

We are going to the Cabarrus County Gymnastics Facility. We will be working
with their coaches and learning from them.

Course Product

Students will document the skills they are learning at the end of each class.
An online journal/presentation of videos and skills will be kept so they can
record and share the progress they made in their tumbling throughout the
week. The tumbling TA will assist in taking photos and videos for this course
to share with the participants for their online journals.

Cost

Approximately $70 - $160

Mr. Chris Williams

For the Love of Food

Course
Description

Are you passionate about food? Are you interested in learning how to prepare
healthy meals? This course will teach students how to budget and shop for
healthy ingredients, and create healthy recipes that are also DELICIOUS. At
the end of this course, students will eat a HEALTHY feast prepared by the
class.

Community
Connection

In this course, students will engage in healthy eating by learning from a chef
and exploring healthy eating options in the community.

Course Product
Cost
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Students in this course will cook a healthy meal and record the process to
create a Tik Tok video. The class will create a Tik Tok page to showcase
healthy recipes.
Approximately $50 - $150
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Claire Cabellos

Create your Own Folklore

Course
Description

In this course, we will observe and deconstruct Taylor Swift's songwriting and
lyrics from the "diaristic" style that began her career, to the creative
storytelling within her most recent works. At the end of this course, students
will create a piece or collection--visual, lyrical, and/or musical, using similar
narrative and storytelling aspects highlighted throughout Taylor Swift’s
pieces. We will additionally hear from a guest speaker to cultivate our own
individual creative process and will conclude with a "Community Showcase”
event to share our work and invite others to share, as well.

Community
Connection

We will host a Cannon Community Showcase. Not unlike Taylor Swift's
"Folklore" documentary, we will encourage participants to talk about the
inspiration and creative process behind their work.

Course Product

Students will create a piece or collection--visual, lyrical, and/or musical,
using similar narrative and creative storytelling aspects highlighted
throughout Taylor Swift's work. These pieces will be shared at the
Community Showcase.

Cost

Approximately $0 - $15

Mr. Logan Arthur

Introduction to Coding & Video Game Design

Course
Description

Ever wonder how some of your favorite video games are created. Come learn
about some basic computer coding skills and code and create your very own
video game.

Community
Connection

This course will have speakers in the industry come engage with the class
about coding and coding skills.

Course Product
Cost
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By the end of this course, students will have created a functioning video game
that they can play and share with the Cannon community.
$0
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Mr. Will Sinden

Tennis

Course
Description

Ever wondered what it's like to be a professional athlete? This course will
provide students with a first hand look into that life! Students will be exposed
to the daily workouts, diet and mental preparation of a professional tennis
player. In addition to learning about the life of a professional, we will
implement some of their strategies daily. In this half day course, students will
learn, work and exercise!

Community
Connection

Through working with former professional tennis player and coach at
Cabarrus Country Club, Alex Bogomolov, as well as current ATP tour player
Jack Sock, students will be provided with a unique look into the life of a
professional athlete. We will also be able to hear from Rohan Handa about
the life of a collegiate athlete

Course Product
Cost

Students in this course will create a daily training regime (workouts, training,
diet) as well as participate in a round robin tennis tournament at the end.
$0

Ms. Kaitlin
Bumgarner

Jewelry Making and Marketing

Course
Description

Fire up your imagination and press ahead with your creative spirit in this
jewelry making Winterm! Learn how to create custom jewelry pieces in resin,
metal, clay and more, then develop your business skills with a crash course in
marketing where we will organize, market, and sell your custom pieces and
use the proceeds to give back to the community!

Community
Connection

Students will donate jewelry but also reach out to a larger community by
selling their products on Etsy.

Course Product

Students will create jewelry and learn to market and sell their jewelry on
Etsy!

Cost

Winterm 2022

$25 - $30
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Ms. Tere’ Hurtado

Diamond in the Rough- The Art of Upcycling

Course
Description

Can you spot a “diamond in the rough”? Are you interested in creating, reimagining, and helping the planet all at once? Try your hand at upcycling!
In this course, students will learn how to transform old waste and materials
into more beautiful and more useful items than they were before. We will
visit local antique malls for inspiration; find salvageable items around school,
at home, in our community and/or nearby donation centers; and transform
the items into newly “upcycled” pieces to be sold at silent auction. All
proceeds from the sales will go to an agreed upon community charity decided
upon by the students.

Community
Connection

Students will have the opportunity to visit and patron local businesses while
exploring inspiration pieces and finding salvageable pieces to upcycle. At the
conclusion of the course, students will be able to connect with the Cannon
community by sponsoring a silent auction to sell their upcycled pieces.
Students will give back to the greater Concord community by donating the
proceeds to a local charity.

Course Product
Cost
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The course product will be to create an upcycled piece of art, furniture,
fashion, etc. from salvaged waste and materials that can be sold at silent
auction.
$30 - $40
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All Day Course Descriptions
8:30 a.m. - 2:30 p.m.
Mr. Solomon
Fleckman & Mr.
Danny Scurlock

Something that Matters
Many of us like to do things for fun, or out of a sense of curiosity, but
sometimes we find ourselves wanting to immerse ourselves into something
that really matters. This Winterm course will take a deep dive into the issue
of homelessness with a particular focus on homelessness here, the questions
we will explore will include

Course
Description

•
•
•
•
•

Community
Connection

Course Product
Cost

Winterm 2022

How do people become homeless?
What is the state of homelessness in-and-around Concord?
Why should I care about homelessness--how does it affect my family and
me?
What supports exist here at the local, County, and State levels to help
address homelessness?
What can a teenager (like me) do to help address real-life issues like
homelessness?

This course will have two foci: (1) learning about homelessness, and (2)
taking action to help ameliorate the problem. This course will work with a
homeless shelter throughout the week. As the course unfolds, students will
work in teams to develop an action plan to help make positive change. On the
final day of the project, all students will carry out their action plans.
“With an average of three evictions per day (100 per month) and more than
500 students identified as homeless, through Cabarrus County and
Kannapolis City Schools each year, there is an undeniable lack of safe, stable,
transitional, and affordable housing in the county” (Cabarrus County Needs
Assessment 2020).
Students will come up with and implement an action plan that plays some
role (however small) in addressing homelessness locally. A group of students
will present at a lunch and learn to share their experience with the
community.
Approximately $0 - $50
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Ms. Heather
Oswald & Ms.
Jenny Weakland

Farm-to-Table Experience

Course
Description

“A Farm-to-Table Experience” will take students on a journey from dirt to
dinner table. We will visit local farmers to learn about agricultural practices
and trace the path of food products to neighborhood restaurants that pledge
to keep food local, fresh, and delicious! We will get a behind the scenes tour
of farms in the Concord/ Charlotte area and learn about the business of
agriculture and livestock farming. We will explore the partnerships between
farmers and local restaurateurs to help us understand “where does our food
come from?”. Most importantly, we will enjoy dining experiences at some of
the finest, farm- to- table restaurants in Charlotte!

Community
Connection

This course is based around visiting farms and local farm to table restaurants.
We will also coordinate with lower schools to make butter with a group of
students.

Course Product

We will have students each make a meal (including meal planning,
purchasing, and cooking) for their family the Thursday of Winterm. Students
document this in a blog like format and then we will print each off and create
a whole group cookbook.

Cost

Winterm 2022

Approximately $150 - $200
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